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Business / Management

**AMBoK** – Asset Management Body of Knowledge

**APICS OMBOK** – Operations Management Body of Knowledge Framework

**APMP** - The Association of Record for Bid, Proposal, Business Development, Capture, and Graphics Professionals Body of Knowledge

**BABOK** – A Guide to the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge (BABOK Guide)

**BoKIR** – Body of Knowledge on Infrastructure regulation

**CBOK** – Common Body of Knowledge of RBMA (Radiology Business Management Association)

**CMBOK** - Body of Knowledge of Commission for Case Manager Certification (CCMC)

**EABOK** - Guide to the (Evolving) Enterprise Architecture Body of Knowledge

**EMBOK** – Event Management Body of Knowledge

**SRM** – Security Risk Management Body of Knowledge

Computer Science

**CBOK** – ACS (Australian Computer Society) Core Body of Knowledge for ICT Professionals

**CBOK** – Guide to the Common Body of Knowledge for Computing and IT (CIPS – Canada’s Association of IT Professionals)

**CS** - Computer Science Body of Knowledge (ACM)

Cyber Security

**CyBOK** – Cyber Security Body of Knowledge

Data

**DAMA-DMBOK2** – DAMA Guide to the Data Management Body of Knowledge DAMA (The Global Data Management Community)

**DB** - Towards a Database Body of Knowledge

**DS-BOK** – Data Science Body of Knowledge: Approach and Initial Version
Engineering, Chemical
   AIChe – Chemical Engineering Body of Knowledge

Engineering, Civil
   BOK3TC - CE (Civil Engineering) Body of Knowledge

Engineering, Environmental
   EnvE BOK – Environmental Engineering Body of Knowledge

Engineering, Industrial
   IEBok – Industrial Engineering Body of Knowledge

Engineering, Mechanical
   ASME – The Body of Knowledge in Mechanical Engineering Technology

Engineering, Professional
   NSPE – Professional Engineering Body of Knowledge

Engineering, Safety
   ASSE - White Paper of the Body of Knowledge of the American Society of Safety Engineers

Engineering, Software
   CSTE – Software Testing Body of Knowledge
   PSP BOK 2 – Personal Software Process Body of Knowledge
   SA – Software Assurance Body of Knowledge
   SQM – Body of Knowledge for Software Quality Measurement
   SRT – Building a BOK About Software Reading Techniques
   SWEBOK – The Guide to Body of Knowledge of Software Engineering

Engineering, Systems
   ISE - Towards an Information Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge
   SEBoK - Systems Engineering Body of Knowledge

Engineering, Wireless
   WEBOK - A Guide to the Wireless Engineering Body of Knowledge

Family and Consumer Sciences
   FCS - Body of Knowledge for Family and Consumer Sciences

Geography
   GIST - Geographic Information Science & Technology Body of Knowledge

Information Management / Technology
   CITP Body of Knowledge – CITP (Certified Information Technology Professional
   (American Institute of CPAs – Certified Public Accountant))
EF-ICT – The European Foundational ICT
   (Information and Communication Technology) Body of Knowledge
EITBOK – Enterprise Information Technology Body of Knowledge
IMBOK – The Information Management Body of Knowledge
infoBOK – The Information Body of Knowledge Working Group
ISMBOK – Information Security Body of Knowledge
ITABoK – The World’s First IT Architecture Body of Knowledge
TCBOK – Technical Communication Body of Knowledge

Infrastructure
   IR – The Body of Knowledge on Infrastructure Regulation (Annotated reading list)

Inspection
   NB-334 – Body of Knowledge for National Board Inspector Commission Examination

Health / Medicine / Pharmacology
   HIM - HIM Body of Knowledge of AHIMA
      (American Health Information Management Association)
   HIMSS – Health IT Body of Knowledge
   ACMPE (American College of Medical Practice Executives)
      Guide to the Body of Knowledge for Medical Practice Management
   DSBoK – Building the Drug Safety Body of Knowledge
   BoK for MLM – CLMA’s (Clinical Laboratory Management Association) Body of Knowledge for Medical Laboratory Management
   MPM BoK - The Body of Knowledge for Medical Practice Management

Philanthropy
   APRA’s Body of Knowledge

Project Management
   APMBOC – Association for Project Management Body of Knowledge (Canada)
   NPD – New Product Development Body of Knowledge
   PMBOK – Project Management Body of Knowledge

Quality / Testing
   ASQ - (American Society for Quality) Six Sigma Black Belt Body of Knowledge
   ASQ - (American Society for Quality) Six Sigma Yellow Belt Body of Knowledge
   QBOK – The Quality Body of Knowledge (of ASQ– American Society for Quality)
   CQE – Certified Quality Engineer Body of Knowledge (of ASQ)
CQIA – Certified Quality Improvement Associate Body of Knowledge
CQT BOK – Certified Quality Technician Body of Knowledge (of ASQ)
DBoQK – Defence Body of Quality Knowledge (UK)
IASSC – Black Belt Body of Knowledge
(of International Association for Six Sigma Certification)
LSSBB BoK – Body of Knowledge for Lean Six Sigma Black Belt

Research Administration
CRA BoK – (Certified Professional Research Administrators) Body of Knowledge